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Yordanos
June 29,
29, 2009,
2009, California
California Governor Arnold
Arnold Schwarzenegger
signed into
into law the Electronic
On June
Schwarzenegger signed
Discovery Act (“California
(“CaliforniaEDA”).
EDA”).The
TheCalifornia
CaliforniaEDA
EDAtook
tookimmediate
immediateeffect
effectas
asan
an urgency
urgency
measure,“in
“in order to eliminate uncertainty and confusion regarding the discovery of
measure,
electronically
the
or
electronically stored
stored information,”
information,”making
makingCalifornia
California
the22nd
22ndstate
statetotoenact
enactseparate
separate statutes
statutes or
specifically address
rules that specifically
address electronic discovery.

According to
the California
California
According
to the author of the California EDA,
EDA, Assembly
Assembly Member
Member Noreen
Noreen Evans,
Evans, the
EDA
was
necessary
because
“most
information
is
now
stored
in
electronic
rather
than
paper
EDA was necessary because “most information is now stored in electronic rather than paper
form,” and
to “modernize
“modernize California’s
California’s discovery law to reflect the growing
form,”
and is designed
designed to
importance of, and need
need for
for guidance
guidance in
in the
the handling
handling of
of the
the discovery
discovery of
of electronically
electronically stored
stored
information.” Senate
information.”
Senate Judiciary
Judiciary Committee Analysis
Analysis of
of AB
AB5,5,June
June 9,
9, 2009,
2009, available at
and www.assembly.ca.gov/Evans
www.assembly.ca.gov/Evans(“SJC
(“SJC Analysis”).
Analysis”).
www.sen.ca.gov and

The California
California EDA
EDA Essentially
Essentially Mirrors
Mirrorsthe
theFederal
FederalE-Discovery
E-Discovery Rules
Rules
Like
specific electronic
electronic discovery
discovery rules,
rules, the
the California
California
Like the
the majority
majorityofofstates
states that
that have
have enacted
enacted specific
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EDA essentially
EDA
essentially mirrors
mirrors the
the Federal
Federal Rules of Civil
CivilProcedure
Procedure addressing
addressing electronic discovery
enactedin
inDecember
December2006.
2006.InInparticular,
particular,the
theCalifornia
California EDA:
EDA:
that were enacted
o
o
o
o
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Specifically defines
defines “electronically
“electronicallystored
stored
information.”
(ESI);
Specifically
information.”
(ESI);
Specifically provides
providesthat
thatparties
partiesmay
may
obtain
discovery
of ESI;
Specifically
obtain
discovery
of ESI;
Permits aa party
partytotodemand
demandthe
the
production,
inspection,
copying,
testing
Permits
production,
inspection,
copying,
testing
or or
sampling of
of ESI;
ESI;
sampling
Addresses the
the form
formof
ofproduction
productionfor
for
ESI;1
Addresses
ESI;1
Permits aa party
partytotoobject
objecttoto
the
discovery
of ESI
grounds
Permits
the
discovery
of ESI
on on
thethe
grounds
thatthat
it is it is
from aa source
sourcethat
thatisisnot
notreasonably
reasonably
accessible
because
undue
burden
from
accessible
because
of of
undue
burden
or or
2
expense.2
expense.
Provides that
that even
evenififaacourt
courtdetermines
determines
that
requested
is not
reasonably
Provides
that
requested
ESIESI
is not
reasonably
accessible due
to undue
undueburden
burdenororcost,
cost,the
the
court
may
order
production
accessible
due to
court
may
stillstill
order
production
the requesting
requestingparty
partyshows
shows
“good
cause,”
subject
to certain
conditions,
ifif the
“good
cause,”
subject
to certain
conditions,
including allocation
allocationofofdiscovery
discoveryexpenses;
expenses;
including
Mandates that
thataacourt
courtshall
shalllimit
limit
the
discovery
of any
– even
Mandates
the
discovery
of any
ESIESI
- even
fromfrom
a a
source that
thatisisreasonably
reasonablyaccessible
accessible- –
where:
is possible
to obtain
source
where:
(1)(1)
it isitpossible
to obtain
the the
informationfrom
fromanother,
another,
less
expensive
more
convenient
source;
(2) the
information
less
expensive
or or
more
convenient
source;
(2) the
discovery sought
soughtisisunreasonably
unreasonablycumulative
cumulative
duplicative;
discovery
oror
duplicative;
(3) (3)
the the
partyparty
seeking the
the ESI
ESI has
hashad
hadample
ampleopportunity
opportunity
obtain
information
sought;
seeking
to to
obtain
thethe
information
sought;
or (4)
(4)the
thelikely
likelyburden
burden
expense
discovery
outweighs
its likely
or
oror
expense
of of
thethe
discovery
outweighs
its likely
benefit, taking
takinginto
intoaccount
account
the
amount
in controversy,
resources
of the
benefit,
the
amount
in controversy,
the the
resources
of the
parties, the
theimportance
importanceofofthe
the
issues
litigation,
importance
parties,
issues
in in
thethe
litigation,
andand
the the
importance
of of
the requested
requesteddiscovery
discoveryininresolving
resolving
the
issues;
the
the
issues;
Mandates that
thatparties
partiesmust
mustsubmit
submit
a meet
and
confer
declaration
under
Mandates
a meet
and
confer
declaration
under
section 2016.040
2016.040before
beforebringing
bringing
motion
protective
order
a motion
section
aa
motion
forfor
protective
order
or aor
motion
to to
compel with
withrespect
respecttotoESI;3
ESI;3
compel
Incorporates“safe
“safeharbor”
harbor”provisions
provisions
whereby
a court
“shall
impose
Incorporates
whereby
a court
“shall
not not
impose
sanctions on
on aa party
partyororany
anyattorney
attorney
a party
failure
to provide
sanctions
of of
a party
for for
failure
to provide
electronicallystored
storedinformation
information
that
has
been
lost,
damaged,
altered,
electronically
that
has
been
lost,
damaged,
altered,
or or
overwrittenas
asaaresult
resultofof
the
routine,
good
faith
operation
an electronic
overwritten
the
routine,
good
faith
operation
of anofelectronic
informationsystem;”
system;”
information
Sets forth
forthaaprocedure
proceduretotoassert
assert
claim
privilege
or attorney
product
Sets
aa
claim
of of
privilege
or attorney
workwork
product
protectionof
ofESI
ESIinadvertently
inadvertently
produced
discovery,
establishes
what
protection
produced
in in
discovery,
establishes
what
the the
receiving party
partymust
mustdo
doininresponse,
response,
and
creates
a mechanism
resolving
receiving
and
creates
a mechanism
for for
resolving
such claims;
claims; and
and
such
Specifically permits
permitsparties
partiestotoseek
seek
ESI
from
third-parties
subpoenas,
Specifically
ESI
from
third-parties
via via
subpoenas,
and and
applies to
to the
thesubpoena
subpoenaprocess
processmany
manyofofthe
the
same
provisions
that
in the
applies
same
provisions
that
areare
in the
provisions on
on motions
motionsfor
forprotective
protective
orders
and
motions
to compel
provisions
orders
and
motions
to compel
ESI.ESI.

The California
California Distinction:
Distinction:How
Howthe
theCalifornia
CaliforniaESA
ESAAddresses
AddressesInaccessible
Inaccessible ESI
The
one area
area where
wherethe
theCalifornia
California EDA
EDA strays
the discovery
discovery
The one
strays from
fromthe
the federal
federal approach
approach concerns
concerns the
of electronically
electronicallystored
stored information
informationfrom
fromsources
sourcesthat
thataa party
party identifies
identifiesas
as not
not reasonably
reasonably
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accessible.
accessible.

In particular,
particular, the
the Federal
Federal Rules
Rules take
take aa two-tiered
two-tiered approach
approach to
to inaccessible
inaccessible data,
data, making aa
distinction under
Civil Procedure
distinction
under Federal Rule of Civil
Procedure 26(b)(2)(B)
26(b)(2)(B)between
between “accessible”
“accessible” and
and
data. Rule
Rule 26(b)(2)(B)
26(b)(2)(B) is
is entitled
entitled “Specific
“Specific Limitations
Limitations on
“inaccessible” data.
on Electronically
Electronically Stored
Stored
Information,” and
Information,”
and provides:
provides: “A
“Aparty
partyneed
need not
not provide
provide discovery
discovery of
of electronically
electronically stored
stored
information
of undue
informationfrom
fromsources
sourcesthat
thatthe
theparty
partyidentifies
identifiesasasnot
notreasonably
reasonablyaccessible
accessible because
because of
undue
burden or cost.” Rule
Rule 26(b)(2)(B)
26(b)(2)(B)also
alsoplaces
placesthe
the burden
burden on
on the
the requesting
requesting party
party to
to demonstrate
demonstrate
“good
Thus, under
under the
the federal
federal
“good cause”
cause” before
before an
an inaccessible
inaccessible data
data source
source must
must be
be searched.
searched. Thus,
framework, aa requesting
ESI produced
produced from
from
framework,
requesting party
party is
is encouraged
encouraged to review and
and evaluate ESI
accessible
sources
before
demanding
ESI
from
inaccessible
sources,
and
a
responding
party is
is
accessible sources before demanding ESI from inaccessible sources, and a responding party
relieved of
of the
the need
need to
to produce
produce inaccessible
inaccessible ESI unless
unless the court orders otherwise.
hand, the
the California
California EDA
On the
the other hand,
EDAdoes
does not
not contain
containexplicit
explicitlanguage
languagethat
thatstates
states aa party
party does
does
not have
have to provide discovery
discovery of
of inaccessible
inaccessible ESI.
ESI. Just
Just as
as important, unlike
unlike the
the Federal
Federal Rules,
Rules,
which
the requesting
requestingparty
partyto
tofile
file aa motion
motion to compel
compel to
to obtain discovery
discovery from
from
which put
put the burden on the
sources of
of ESI that are
are identified
identified as
accessible, the
theCalifornia
California EDA
sources
as not reasonably
reasonably accessible,
EDA appears
appears to
place
the
burden
on
the
producing
party
to
file
a
Protective
Order
to
claim
that
specified
place the burden on the producing party to file a Protective Order to claim that specified data
data
sources are
are inaccessible
inaccessible due
due to
to undue
undue burden
burden or
sources
or expense,
expense, and
and thus
thus do
do not
not have
have to
to be
be searched.
searched.
This
of the
among the
the more
more than
than 50
50 comments
comments submitted
submitted for
for the
version
This was
was one
one of
the main
main concerns
concerns among
the version
California EDA
of the California
EDAthat
that was
was circulated for
for public
public comment.
comment. In
In its
its report
report to
to the
the Members of
the Judicial Council in support
of
the
final
California
EDA,
the
Policy
Coordination
support of the final
EDA, the Policy Coordination and
and Liaison
(“PCLC Report”)
that criticism
criticism as
as follows:
follows:
Committee (“PCLC
Report”) responded
responded to that

Although the
Although
the committee
committee supports
supports the adoption of many of the provisions in
in the
the federal
federal rules . . . ,
it disagreed
with the
be adopted
adoptedin
in their
their entirety
entirety in
it
disagreed with
the suggestion
suggestion that the federal rules should be
California.
The
committee
recommends
the
current
legislative
proposal,
even
though
differs in
California. The committee recommends the current legislative proposal, even though itit differs
some respects
respectsfrom
from the
thefederal
federalapproach,
approach,because
becauseit itwill
willwork
work better
better under
under California
California discovery
some
law. . . .
There
some differences
differences between
between federal
federal and
state discovery
discovery procedures
and practices.
practices. In
In
There are
are .. .. .. some
and state
procedures and
without awaiting
particular, federal discovery
discovery law
law requires
requires the parties, without
awaiting aa discovery
discovery request,
request, to
provide initial
disclosures,
include
a
copy
of,
or
a
description
by
category
and
location
initial disclosures, include a
of, or a
and location of,
electronically stored
information that
electronically
stored information
that the
the disclosing
disclosing party
party may
may use in support of its claims or
defenses.
The
federal
“two-tier”
approach
to
the
discovery
of electronically
electronically stored
stored information
information
defenses. The federal “two-tier” approach to the discovery of
from aa source
reasonably accessible
accessibleoperates
operateswithin
withinthis
this discovery
discovery framework.
framework. The
from
source that is not reasonably
The
information isisexcluded
information
excludedfrom
fromdisclosure,
disclosure,unless
unless aa court
court orders
orders discovery
discovery from
fromsuch
such sources.
sources. .. .. .

civil discovery
By contrast, civil
discovery in
in California
Californiaisisinitiated
initiatedby
bythe
theparties.
parties. The
The proposed
proposed legislation
described
in
this
report
is
designed
to
work
fairly
and
efficiently
within
this
described in this report is designed to work fairly and efficiently within this state’s
state’s discovery
framework. Under
framework.
Under California
Californialaw,
law,when
whenaaparty
partydemands
demands the production of
of documents
documents or
electronically
stored
information,
the
responding
party
has
various
options.
It
electronically stored information, the responding party has
It may
may agree
agree to
comply with
to comply
comply in part. It may object to producing the
comply
with the
the demand.
demand. It may agree
agree to
information
on
various
grounds,
including
information on various grounds, including that
that the
the production
production would
wouldbe
be unduly
undulyburdensome.
burdensome. Or
it may
protective order.
it
may seek
seek aa protective
order. IfIfthe
theresponding
respondingparty
partyobjects
objectstotoaademand
demandand
anddoes
does not
not seek
seek aa
protective order, the demanding
demanding party
party may
may move
move to
to compel.
compel. If
If there is aa motion
motion for a protective
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and confer
confer to informally
informally resolve
order or aa motion to
to compel,
compel, the
the parties
parties must
must meet
meet and
resolveeach
each issue
issue
motion.
raised by the motion.
California discovery
effectively to
The California
discoverysystem
system operates
operates effectively
toresolve
resolvedisputes.
disputes. The
The proposed
proposed
legislation
is
intended
to
enable
this
system
to
operate
even
better
in
resolving
relating
legislation is intended to enable this system to operate even better in resolving disputes
disputes relating
of electronically stored
information. In contrast to the
the federal
federal“two-tier”
“two-tier” system
to the discovery of
stored information.
system
that requires
requires aa court
court order
order to
to permit
permit the
the discovery
discovery of information
information from
sources
that
are
not
from sources that are
accessible, California’s
California’s amended
reasonably accessible,
amended discovery
discovery statutes
statutes should enable
enable discovery disputes
disputes
over such
such information
information to be resolved
resolved often
often without court order. . . .
Some
commentators expressed
expressedaaconcern
concernthat
thatthe
theproposed
proposedlegislation
legislationwill
will require
require the
the party
party from
from
Some commentators
information is
whom discovery of electronically
electronically stored
stored information
is sought
sought to bring a motion for
for aa protective
order in every case.
case.This
Thisisisnot
notthe
theintent
intentof
ofthe
thelegislation
legislationnor
norwill
will itit be
its
effect.
As indicated,
be
usual California
California discovery procedures
procedureswill
will apply
apply to
to electronic
electronic discovery,
discovery, including
including the
the ability
ability
the usual
demanding the
theproduction
productionof
of electronically
electronically stored
storedinformation
information to
to file
file a motion to
of the party demanding
compel; hence,
the resolution
resolution of
of disputes
disputesover
overthe
thediscovery
discoveryof
ofelectronically
electronically stored
stored information
information
hence, the
4
will not
will
notalways
always require
require the filing
filingof
ofmotion
motionfor
forprotective
protectiveorders.4
orders.

The California
California EDA
Mandatory Cost-Shifting
Cost-Shifting for
for Producing ESI from Back-Up
EDA Preserves
Preserves Mandatory
Media Articulated
Articulatedby
bythe
theCalifornia
CaliforniaAppeals
AppealsCourt
CourtininToshiba
Toshibav.v.Superior
Superior Court
Court of
of Santa
Santa
Clara County
decisionfrom
from the
the California
California Court of
Another California
California twist
twiston
oninaccessible
inaccessible ESI concerns
concerns aa decision
Appeals
about
back-up
tapes,
which
are
a
classic
source
of
ESI
that
courts
treat
as “not
“not
Appeals about back-up tapes, which are a classic source of ESI that courts treat as
5
accessible.”5In
In Toshiba,
Toshiba, the
the court
court of
of appeals
appeals reversed
reversedaadecision
decisionof
of the
the trial
trial court,
reasonably accessible.”
held that
that the
thecost-shifting
cost-shifting provisions
provisions of
of California Code of Civil
and held
CivilProcedure
Procedure section
section
2031(g)(1)
2031(g)(1) were
were mandatory,
mandatory, thus,
thus, the
the demanding
demanding party
partyhad
had to
to pay
pay the
the costs
costs (possibly
(possiblyas
as much
much as
as
million) for
$1.9 million)
forrecovering
recoveringusable
usable information
informationfrom
fromthe
theresponding
responding party’s
party’s computer
computer backup
backup
tapes.
The parties
parties did
did not
not dispute
dispute that
that the
the defendant’s
defendant’s backup
backup tapes
tapeswere
were“data
“datacompilations”
compilations”
tapes. The
within the
within
the meaning
meaning of
of section
section 2031(g)(1)
2031(g)(1)or
orthat
thatthe
the defendant
defendant would
wouldincur
incursome
some expense
expense to
manipulate the tapes
tapesin
in order
order to
to produce
produceusable
usableinformation
information responsive
responsivetotoplaintiff’s
plaintiff’s document
demand. (The
(The court
court left open for consideration on remand by the
the trial
trial court the factual issue of
demand.
what
constituted
“reasonable
and
necessary”
costs
to
restore
and
mine
data from
from the
the back-up
back-up
what constituted “reasonable and necessary” costs to restore and mine data
tapes at
at issue.)
issue.)In
In reaching
reaching this
this decision,
decision, the
the court
court instructed:
tapes

Section 2031(g)(1) expressly
expressly provides
provides that
that “[i]f
“[i]fnecessary,
necessary,the
theresponding
respondingparty
partyatatthe
the reasonable
reasonable
expense
of
the
demanding
party
shall,
.
.
.
translate
any
data
compilations
.
.
.
into
reasonably
expense of the demanding party shall, . . . translate any data compilations . . . into reasonably
useable
form.” The
in protracted
useable form.”
The clause
clause is
is unequivocal.
unequivocal. We
We need
need not
not engage
engage in
protracted statutory
statutory analysis
analysis
becauseits
its plain
plain language
language clearly
clearly states
that if
if translation
because
states that
translation is
is necessary,
necessary, the responding party must
must
do
it
at
the
demanding
party’s
reasonable
expense.
do it at the demanding party’s reasonable expense.
[Plaintiff]
[Plaintiff]contends
contendsthat
that the
the cost
cost shifting
shiftingspecified
specified by
bysection
section 2031(g)(1)
2031(g)(1) may
may only
onlybe
be had
had upon
upon a
showing by the responding party that it will
willsuffer
sufferundue
undueburden
burden or
or expense.
expense. This contention
ignores
the
plain
language
of
the
statute.
It
is
also
based
almost
entirely
upon federal
federal law,
law, which
which
ignores the plain language of the statute. It is also based almost entirely upon
does not
not include
include aa provision
provision similar to the cost-shifting
does
cost-shifting clause
clause of section 2031(g)(1). . . . Given
the
patent
difference
between
the
state
and
federal
schemes,
[Plaintiff’s] reliance
the patent difference between the state and federal schemes, [Plaintiff’s]
reliance on
on federal
federal
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decisions
decisions is misplaced. .. .. .

[Plaintiff] also
[Plaintiff]
alsoargues
argues that
that interpreting
interpretingsection
section2031(g)(1)
2031(g)(1)as
as an
an exception
exception to
to the
the general rule
would conflict
conflictwith
withsettled
settledfederal
federal law.
law.We
Weagree
agree that the cost-shifting provision of
of section
section
2031(g)(1) conflicts
with
the
federal
rule,
but
it
appears
to
us
that
the
Legislature
intended
conflicts with the federal rule, but it appears to us
intended itit to
be that way.

California EDA
The California
EDAretains
retains the
the following
followinglanguage
language from
fromsection
section 2031(g)(1)
2031(g)(1)that
that was
was interpreted
in
Toshiba,
re-lettered
2031.280(e):
in Toshiba, re-lettered 2031.280(e):
If
the responding
responding party
expense of
of the
the demanding
demanding party
party shall,
shall,
If necessary,
necessary, the
party at
at the
the reasonable
reasonable expense
translate any
any data
datacompilations
compilations included in the
through detection
detection devices,
devices, translate
the demand
demand into
reasonably
usable
form.
reasonably usable form.

Identical
is also
also contained
contained in
in the
the California
California EDA
for
Identical language
language is
EDAsection
sectionthat
thatauthorizes
authorizes subpoenas
subpoenas for
Members of
of the
the Judicial
Judicial Council
Council in support of the final
final
ESI. Moreover, in its report to the Members
California EDA,
California
EDA,the
the Policy
PolicyCoordination
Coordinationand
and Liaison
Liaison Committee
Committee specifically
specificallystated:
stated:
the language
languageof
of section
section [2031(g)(1)]
[2031(g)(1)] or
The committee’s legislative
legislative proposal
proposal does
does not
not change
change the
or the
the
holding
of
the
Toshiba
decision.
The
proposal
not
only
retains
the
current
language
[re-lettered
holding of the Toshiba decision. The proposal not only retains the current language [re-lettered
as 2031.280(e)],
2031.280(e)], but also includes it in
for ESI].6
as
in new
new section
section 1985.8
1985.8 [concerning
[concerningsubpoenas
subpoenas for
ESI].6

Take Aways
new California
California EDA,
EDA, itit is
ever for
for practitioners
practitioners in
in California to
Given the new
is more
more important than ever
become
intimately
familiar
with
their
client’s
IT
systems,
policies
and
practices.
become intimately familiar with their client’s IT systems, policies and practices. In order to
identify sources
identify
sources of
of information
informationthat
thatare
arenot
notaccessible
accessibledue
due to
to undue
undue burden
burden or
or cost,
cost, counsel
counsel must
must
understand
their
client’s
IT
systems,
where
relevant
data
resides,
and
how
difficult
and/or
understand their client’s IT systems,
data resides, and how difficult
burdensome itit is
is to
to extract
extract such
suchinformation
information for discovery. Further, intimate knowledge of
burdensome
of aa
client’s IT
IT systems
systems is critical for
for determining
determining the
the form
form of
of production
production for
for ESI,
ESI, which
whichnow
nowneeds
needs to
be
addressed
at
the
time
discovery
requests
are
served
or
responded
to.
Without
such
knowledge,
be addressed at the time discovery requests are served or responded to. Without such knowledge,
counsel may
may agree
agreeto
toproduce
produceESI
ESIininaamanner
mannerthat
thata aclient’s
client’sIT
ITsystems
systemswill
willsimply
simply not
not allow
allow
counsel
and may fail
fail to identify
opportunities
to
take
advantage
of
the
cost-shifting
provisions
discussed
identify opportunities to take advantage of the cost-shifting provisions discussed
These factors
factors are
are especially
especially important
important in
above. These
in labor
labor and
and employment
employment cases
cases where an employer
often has
complex
and
intricate
IT
systems
that
may
contain
relevant
ESI
(including back-up
has complex and intricate systems that may contain relevant ESI (including
systems, third-party
third-party hosted
hosted systems,
systems,etc.),
etc.),while
while the
the plaintiff
plaintiff only
media, legacy systems,
onlyhas
has to
to search
search
very
basic
sources
of
ESI
(like
home
computers,
e-mail
systems
and
social
networking
very basic sources of ESI (like home computers, e-mail systems and social networking sites).
sites).
From a practical standpoint, the California
California twist
twiston
on the
the treatment
treatment of
of inaccessible
inaccessible ESI is not that
different than
Rules. At
At the end
end of
of the
the day,
day, in
in federal
federal court
court –- and
much different
than the Federal
Federal Rules.
and now under
EDA in
the EDA
in California
California-–responding
respondingparties
partieshave
have to
to be
be proactive
proactive ififthey
theyintend
intend to
to not
not search
search or
produce
electronic
data
from
inaccessible
sources
by:
produce electronic data from inaccessible sources by:

Promptly
identifying
sources
of ESI
not reasonably
accessible
o Promptly
identifying
sources
of ESI
thatthat
are are
not reasonably
accessible
by by
lodging aa timely
timelyobjection
objectiontoto
a discovery
request
California)
or listing
lodging
a discovery
request
(in (in
California)
or listing
them in
in self-executing
self-executingdisclosures
disclosures(in(in
federal
court);
them
federal
court);
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Providing
sufficient
details
about
burdens
costs
of providing
o Providing
sufficient
details
about
thethe
burdens
andand
costs
of providing
the the
discovery from
fromand
andthe
thelikelihood
likelihood
finding
responsive
information
on the
discovery
ofof
finding
responsive
information
on the
sources identified;
identified;and
and
sources
o Either
Either
party
can
a motion
to resolve
the issue,
the responding
party
can
filefile
a motion
to resolve
the issue,
with with
the responding
party party
having the
theburden
burdentotoestablish
establishthe
the
undue
burden
or cost
of producing
having
undue
burden
or cost
of producing
responsive ESI
ESI from
fromthe
theidentified
identified
sources.
responsive
sources.
However, in
cost-shifting provisions
in all
all California
Californiacases,
cases, given the cost-shifting
provisions of
of section
section 2031.280(e)
2031.280(e) of the
EDA that
EDA
that are
are unique
unique to
to California,
California,employers
employersshould
shouldbe
beaggressive
aggressive about
about seeking
seeking mandatory
mandatory
cost-shifting when
cost-shifting
when dealing with
with aa discovery
discovery request
request that calls for the production of ESI
ESI contained
on
any
type
of
back-up
media,
in
accordance
with
the
mandates
of
Toshiba.
on any type of back-up media, in accordance with the mandates of Toshiba.
Employers also need
need to
to be
bevigilant
vigilant about
about protecting
protecting the
the inadvertent
inadvertent disclosure
disclosure of
of privileged
privileged
information when
Civil Procedure
information
when producing ESI. Like
Like Federal
Federal Rule of Civil
Procedure 26(b)(5)(B), the
California
EDA
does
not
address
the
substantive
question
of
waiver,
merely provides
provides
California EDA does not address the substantive question of waiver, but
but instead
instead merely
procedure for
for sequestering
ESI until the
a procedure
sequestering ESI
the court
court determines
determines whether
whether aa waiver
waiver has
has occurred.
occurred.
Common law principles
will
still
govern
whether,
and
under
what
circumstances,
principles will still govern whether, and under what circumstances, inadvertent
production of
of privileged
privileged or
or otherwise
otherwise protected
protected information
information results
results in
in aa waiver,
waiver, and
and the PCLC
7 Given the explosion of ESI in the modern workplace, large
Report
specifically
states
so.7
Report specifically states so. Given the explosion of ESI in the modern workplace, large
volumes of ESI are routinely in play
play in
in employment
employment cases
cases –- even relatively “small”
“small”cases.
cases. Thus,
employers should
should consider
consider negotiating
negotiating aa comprehensive
comprehensive clawback agreement
agreement (for example,
example, the
the
clawback
agreement
should
cover
the
inadvertent
production
of
metadata,
an
issue
that
is
often
clawback agreement should cover the inadvertent production of metadata, an issue that is often
with plaintiff(s)
overlooked) with
plaintiff(s)atatthe
theoutset
outset of
of discovery
discovery to
to protect
protect against
against privileged data slipping
through.
In
appropriate
cases,
employers
should
also
capitalize
on
state-of-the-art technologies
through. In appropriate cases, employers should also capitalize on state-of-the-art
technologies to
to
help protect
protect against
against the inadvertent disclosure of privileged
privilegedESI.
ESI.For
Forexample,
example,once
once ESI
ESIhas
has been
been
harvested,
aspart
partof
ofthe
thedata
dataprocessing/review
processing/reviewprotocol,
protocol,using
usingbasic
basiclitigation
litigation support
support review
review
harvested, as
®
technologies like
like Relativity®,
counsel can
canrun
runan
anelectronic,
electronic,“bulk-tag”
“bulk-tag” search
to identify
identify
technologies
Relativity , counsel
search to
potentially
privileged
documents/ESI
that
warrant
a
special
level
of
review.
potentially privileged documents/ESI
special level of
Just
like the
the California
California EDA
when it
it comes
to
Just like
the federal
federal rules,
rules, the
EDAalso
alsodiscourages
discourages gamesmanship
gamesmanship when
comes to
discovery
of
ESI,
and
instead
places
a
premium
on
cooperation
between
counsel
and
their
clients
discovery of ESI, and instead places a premium on cooperation between counsel and their clients
surrounding ESI. This
on issues
issues surrounding
This is
is consistent
consistent with
withleading
leadingindustry
industryguidance
guidanceononthese
theseissues.8
issues.8

Finally, as
Finally,
as with
withFederal
Federal Rule
Rule 37(e),
37(e), employers
employers should
should not
not place
place too
too much
much reliance
reliance on
on the
the new
new
“safe harbor” provisions of the California EDA.
Not
only
does
the
rule
explicitly
state
that
it
EDA. Not only does
explicitly state
does not
not alter
alter preservation
preservation obligations
obligations federal courts
courts also
also have
haveconsistently
consistentlyheld
heldthat
thatthe
thevirtually
virtually
does
identical
federal
safe
harbor
rule
does
not
exempt
from
sanctions
a
party
who
fails
to
stop
identical federal safe harbor rule does not exempt from sanctions a party who fails to stop the
the
system that
that isis eliminating
eliminating information
information that
automatic operation of a system
that may
may be
be discoverable in
litigation,
recycling programs.
litigation,such
such as
as routine
routine e-mail
e-mail purges
purges or
or backup
backup tape
tape recycling
programs.

The bottom line:
line: the
the new California
California EDA
EDAunderscores
underscores the importance of having both the
substantive expertise
expertise in
in this
this critically
critically important
substantive
importantarea
area of
of the
the law,
law,as
as well
wellas
as practical,
practical, hands-on
hands-on
experience
to
meet
the
demands
of
e-Discovery
when
litigating
in
today’s
digital
age
experience to meet the demands of e-Discovery when litigating in today’s digital age in
California
California state
state courts.
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***
Littler isisone
dedicatedfull-time
full-time to
Littler
one of
of the
the few
few firms
firmsininthe
theCountry
Countrythat
thathas
has aa team of attorneys
attorneys dedicated
working with
working
withclients
clients in
inthe
the challenging
challenging field
fieldof
ofelectronic
electronicdiscovery,
discovery, aa move
move that clearly
emphasizes
theFirm’s
Firm’scommitment
commitment to
to providing
providing its clients with cutting-edge solutions in this
emphasizes the
rapidly developing
Littler’s E-Discovery
rapidly
developing area.
area. Littler’s
E-Discoverylawyers
lawyersprovide
providefocused
focusedguidance
guidance and
and expertise
expertise
on
all
aspects
of
electronic
discovery:
from
caseand
client-specific
advice
about
meeting
on all aspects of electronic discovery: from case- and client-specific advice about meeting
preservation obligations;
obligations; to working with
“meet-and-confer” obligations;
preservation
with Trial
TrialTeams
Teams to
to address
address “meet-and-confer”
to developing strategies
for
efficient
and
effective
data
harvesting,
strategies for efficient and effective data harvesting, analysis, review and
production; to implementing
implementing cost-shifting/reduction
cost-shifting/reductionstrategies.
strategies.

11 A party demanding ESI may specify the form in which it is to be produced and the responding
A party demanding ESI may specify the form in which it is to be produced and the responding
to aa specified
specified form
form of
of production; if no form
party may object to
form of
of production
production is
is specified,
specified, the
responding
party
shall
produce
ESI
in
the
form
in
which
it
is
ordinarily
maintained
responding party shall produce ESI in the form in which it ordinarily maintained or
or aa
reasonably useable
useable form.
form. A
A party
ESI in
in more
reasonably
party also
also does
does not
not need
need to
to produce
produce the
the same
same ESI
more than
than one
one
form. California
EDA
§§
2031.030(a)(2);
2031.280(c)
and
(d)(1).
California EDA §§ 2031.030(a)(2); 2031.280(c)
22 A producing party may also promptly seek a protective order on the grounds that the ESI
A producing party may also promptly seek a protective order on the grounds that the ESI
accessible because
becauseof
ofundue
undueburden
burdenor
orexpense.
expense.California
California EDA
EDA §§
sought is not reasonably
reasonably accessible
2031.060(a)
(c).
Such
a
motion
must
be
accompanied
by
a
meet
and
confer
declaration,
2031.060(a) – (c). Such a motion must be accompanied by a meet and confer declaration, and
and the
the
burden of
of demonstrating inaccessibility
inaccessibility due
producing party
party bears
bears the burden
due to
to undue
undue burden
burden or
expense. Id.
Id.
expense.

3California
California EDA
EDA §§ 2031.060(a)
2031.060(a) and
and2031.310(b)(2).
2031.310(b)(2).The
Theinitial
initial version
versionof
of the
theCalifornia
California EDA
EDA
that
was
circulated
for
public
comment
also
contained
language
supporting
changes
in
the
civil
that was circulated for public comment also contained language supporting changes in the civil
case management
managementrules
rulesthat
thatwould
would have
have created
createdaaduty
duty to
to meet
meet and
andconfer
confer on
on ESI
ESI discovery
case
issues
before
the
initial
case
management
conference,
similar
to
the
meet
and
confer
issues before the initial case management conference, similar to the meet and confer
requirements of
of Federal
FederalRule
Ruleof
of Civil
Civil Procedure
26(f)(3)(C). See
Invitation to Comment LEG
requirements
Procedure 26(f)(3)(C).
See Invitation
08-01/W08-01,
Rules
Proposal,
available
at
08-01/W08-01, Rules Proposal, available at
www.courtinfo.ca.gov/invitationstocomment/documents/w08-01. While
www.courtinfo.ca.gov/invitationstocomment/documents/w08-01.
Whilethose
those provisions
provisions were
not included in
the
final
California
EDA,
as
noted
above,
meet
and
confer
conferences
are still
still
in the final California EDA, as noted above, meet and confer conferences are
required before
before aa dispute concerning ESI
ESI can
can be brought before aa court.
3

4See
SeeJudicial
JudicialCouncil
CouncilofofCalifornia,
California, Policy
Policy Coordination and
and Liaison
Liaison Committee
Committee Report re:
Electronic Discovery:
Discovery: Proposed
Proposed Legislation, April
April16,
16, 2008,
2008, at
at 11 -– 13,
13, available
available at
www.courtinfo.ca.gov.
4

55 Toshiba Am. Elec. Components, Inc. v. Superior Court of Santa Clara County, 124 Cal. App.
Toshiba Am. Elec. Components, Inc. v. Superior Court of Santa Clara County, 124 Cal. App.
4th 762 (2004).

6See
SeePCLC
PCLCReport
Reportatat126.
126.Compare
Comparealso
alsoSJC
SJCAnalysis,
Analysis,atat1010- 11
- 11(“This
(“Thisbill
bill would
would not affect
the standard
standard articulated
articulated in
in Toshiba
Toshiba v.
v. Superior
Superior Court
Court regarding the
the allocation
allocation of costs for
setforth
forthin
inthe
theCalifornia
California EDA]
EDA]
recovering ESI from
from back-up
back-up media. . . . [The procedures
procedures set
preserve
the
rule
articulated
by
Toshiba
for
the
allocation
of
the
financial
burden
of
producing
preserve the rule articulated by Toshiba for the allocation of the financial
6
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ESI from
and are
are consistent
consistentwith
withthe
theintent
intentof
of the
thesponsor
sponsorofofthis
thisbill.”)
bill.”)
from back-up
back-up media, and
7See
SeePCLC
PCLCReport,
Report,atat77(“[The
(“[The new
new procedure
procedureof
of section
section2031.285]
2031.285] isis not
not intended
intended to
to modify
modify
substantive law,
law, citing Reporter’s
National Conference
substantive
Reporter’s Notes
Notes to Rule No. 9 of the National
Conference of
Commissioners
on Uniform
Uniform State
State Laws,
Laws,Uniform
Uniform Rules
RulesRelating
Relatingto
toDiscovery
Discovery of
of Electronically
Electronically
Commissioners on
Information (“The
whether the
the privilege
privilege or protection that is
Stored Information
(“Therule
ruledoes
does not
not address
address whether
asserted
after
production
was
waived
by
the
production
or
ethical
implications of
asserted after production was waived by the production or ethical implications
of use
use of
of such
such
data. These
Theseissues
issuesare
areleft
lefttotoresolution
resolutionby
byother
otherlaw
lawor
orauthority”)).
authority”)).
data.
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©
8 See
Seee.g.,
e.g.,The
TheSedona
Sedona©
CooperationProclamation,
Proclamation,July
July 2008
2008 (The
(The Proclamation
Proclamation argues
Cooperation
argues that
that
cooperation
is
consistent
with
zealous
advocacy,
and
is
designed
to
facilitate
collaborative,
cooperation is consistent with zealous advocacy, and is designed to facilitate collaborative,
transparent discovery
discovery of ESI.
publicly endorsed
transparent
ESI. ItIt has
has been
been publicly
endorsed by
by over
over forty
fortyfederal
federaland
and state
state judges
judges
across
the
country).
across the country).
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If
Littler attorney
If you
you would
would like
likefurther
furtherinformation,
information,please
please contact your Littler
attorney at 1.888.Littler,
info@littler.com, or
the following
following Littler
info@littler.com,
or any
any one of the
LittlerE-Discovery
E-Discoverylawyers:
lawyers: Paul
Paul Weiner
(pweiner@littler.com); Michael McGuire (mmcguire@littler.com);
(mmcguire@littler.com); Donald Myers
(dmyers@littler.com); or Yordanos
Yordanos Teferi
Teferi (yteferi@littler.com).
(yteferi@littler.com).
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